
Capital Improvement Survey – Hedgerow Homeowners Association 

Last fall at the HHOA Annual Meeting, a presentation was made regarding the state of our common areas, as well as a 

proposal on replacing the aging facilities.  Due to the close vote on the proposal (missed  approval by only 8 votes), the 

Board decided to enlist the opinions and suggestions of the entire neighborhood through this opinion survey, in order to 

present options with general appeal/consensus going forward.  Several members of our community have volunteered to 

serve on a Capital Improvement Sub-Committee, which meets monthly, and have created this survey to solicit your 

feedback.  This survey is binding in NO way, it is simply our request for guidance, thoughts, suggestions, etc.  This should 

only take a few minutes, and we greatly appreciate your participation and opinions.   

As a reminder from the meeting in October, our common area facilities are in a state of disrepair due to age, and 

continual “band-aids”.  We are rapidly approaching the point where our options will be limited, and potentially event-

driven – for example, the pool will not pass inspection without significant investment , whether we’re prepared to spend 

the money or not.  We encountered this with the tennis courts at HR I this past year – ALTA refused to continue to play 

at our facilities, and we were at serious risk of injury, and the associated liability that comes with that.  Therefore, the 

Board voted to replace the dilapidated tennis courts, despite the hefty price tag because we generally felt we had no 

other option.  The Company that we work with on the courts had told us that they would no longer be able to guarantee 

any patches due to the size and scope of the cracks on the courts.  In other words, any “band-aid” solutions would be 

money thrown straight into a black hole.  Additionally, we also decided that our existing pool furniture, which was a 

combination of existing very-dated furniture, and hand-me-down furniture from Indian Hills, would not last another 

season, we did a lot of price shopping, and thanks to our Pool Chair, we found a solution that allowed us to order online 

and as long as we were willing to unload and unwrap ourselves, saved us significant cost.  As a reminder, please take 

care of this furniture so it will last us a LONG time.  Lastly, with stall doors and cabinet doors in some cases hanging by 

single hinges, gaping holes in the wall and a general gross-factor permeating our common area restrooms, we voted to 

do some simple repairs to spruce these up until we’re able to save enough money, and decide on the permanent 

solution for our common areas.    

Areas that still need to be addressed are as follows: 

 Hedgerow I Pool – Only band-aids been utilized here thus far, needs new pool decking, coping (trim around edge 

of pool), joints, plaster (in the pool), etc – totaling $92k per the latest estimate, and that is only to keep the 

exact framework and no changes.  Decision needs to be made whether to simply renovate to exact framework 

(quote above as guide), or expand the footprint or otherwise add features and potentially size. 

 Hedgerow V Pool – has new coping and plaster, but will still need new pool decking and joints, totaling $55k per 

the latest estimate, and again, this keeps the exact framework there at this time.  Given the investment in 2011, 

it would make sense to leave framework the same and continue the renovations as suggested above. 

 Pavilions or Clubhouses – Enclosed vs. Open-Air, HR I and/or HR V.  Expense will vary greatly. 

There are obviously financial implications for these options above, including a potential annual dues increase or a one-

time assessment.  As a reminder, the dues increase voted on at the annual meeting was from $565 currently to $750 to 

cover both the renovations, as well as to increase our reserve.  The survey includes a question on this option as well. 

In order for all residents to be informed, the Capital Improvement Sub-Committee has created this survey to elicit 

opinions and ideas.  The results of this survey will be discussed in detail at the Annual Meeting in October.  Please return 

your responses by no later than Friday, June 22nd, using the enclosed self-addressed and stamped envelope. 



1. Do you support improving and/or upgrading the amenities of the community, or simply maintaining the 

current configuration (as a reminder, maintaining mean bring the existing lay-out up to date with full 

repairs)? 

a. Improving/Updating  __________ 

b. Maintaining   __________ 

2. What are your thoughts on the proposed plan put forward by the Board last fall? 

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________ 

3. Assuming  a reasonable funding approach can be identified, how would you prioritize your preference of the 

following improvement options (please rank 1-4, with 1 being your first choice and 4 being your last): 

a. Renovate the Existing Facility (keep “framework” as-is) ______ 

b. Build new, open-air facility that includes a grilling area, outdoor kitchen, permanent tables and 

seating, which can accommodate neighborhood social events, group social events (i.e. Bunco, Poker 

nights, etc) and individual resident events (birthday parties, graduation parties, etc).  

i. HR I ______ 

ii. HR V ______ 

c. Build a single-story, enclosed facility that would accommodate neighborhood social events, group 

social events, and individual resident events. 

i. HR I  ______ 

ii. HR V   ______ 

d. Build a two-story enclosed facility that would be a combination of the features of both b. and c. 

above. ______ 

4. If you selected either b, c, or d above,  

a. What features would you like to have included? 

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

b. From a financial perspective, what approach would be meet your needs (please rank 1-3)? 

          One-time assessment    __ 

  Increase in annual dues to accommodate expansion & updating      __ 

  A combination of both of the above         __ 

5. Please provide any general comments, opinions, insight regarding the direction of this survey, the Board 

meeting last October, or any preferences you have regarding the long-term future of the community. 

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Thank you for your participation in this survey.  As noted, this binding in NO way, but the Board, and the Capital 

Improvement Sub-Committee greatly appreciate you taking the time to complete this and answer these questions, it 

helps all of us! 

Name: ________________________________________  Hedgerow: ______________________ 

Address: _____________________________________________________________________________ 

On behalf of all of us, THANK YOU!! 

Hedgerow HOA 


